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Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

Twitter’s superpower is its real-time ability to connect you to what’s 
happening in the world right this second. This insight led to the creation 
of an innovative automation tool that pairs public Tweet data with 
machine learning to create contextually relevant search ads - minutes 
after news breaks. Named after one of the most intelligent birds in the 
world, Magpie sits at the intersection of revolutionary ad tech and user-
generated content, creating personalized search experiences at scale with 
minimal human intervention. 
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CONSUMER INSIGHT  
 

Twitter's #1 strength is its real-time ability to connect you to what’s 
happening in the world right this second.  

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

Every day on Twitter, news stories break, GIFs go viral, and someone, 
somewhere, breaks the internet. And Twitter covers all of these, with the 
latest news, reactions and conversations. More than this, it provides a 
platform for a range of voices that all reflect what is happening in the 
world right now. 
 
The fast-paced nature of the platform (and the world) poses an issue for 
our search marketing strategy: how do we predict the big news 
stories of any given day and then reach users searching for them, 
showing them that Twitter is the best source for live content, no 
matter their interest? 
 
Our initial strategy was to map out major events throughout each 
calendar month and build out ads and keywords for each event manually. 
We’d launch the ads several days before the event, and pause them 
several days later, repeating this process every month. 
 
This process worked fine, but it meant we missed out on any viral 
moments, breaking news or emerging trends not already in our list. For 
example, it’s easy to predict that people will be talking about the Winter 
Olympics, but there are multitudes of related cultural moments that 
originate on Twitter, gain momentum quickly, and often only last a day or 
two. These moments are what we wanted to capture in our search 
marketing efforts and push out to users at the exact point when they 
were searching for the topic on Google. 
 
To do this, we looked at one of Twitter’s greatest data assets – Tweets. 
Using these we developed a strategy to use live public Tweet data 
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to automate the creation of ads for breaking news stories and 
viral events. We then aimed to push these ads to the top of Google 
Search, putting Twitter at the top of the results for that story, above 
traditional publishers, driving users to engage with Twitter’s content. 

 
Methodology and Creative Execution 

 
Insight 
We conducted an extensive global marketing research study and drivers 
analysis in 2017 to understand the top strengths of Twitter as a platform, 
as well as barriers to usage. What we found was that - consistently - 
what our most engaged users saw as our greatest strengths (real-
time information, diverse perspectives, relevant content) were 
the same dimensions seen as weaknesses by those who didn’t use 
Twitter. It was a fundamental misunderstanding of the platform 
that was driving hesitation to trial. Over the next several months, 
many marketing campaigns were planned to address a relevancy 
message and showcase it in a creative way - but the persuasive power 
was missing. The best way to prove we were ‘real-time’ and 
relevant was to actually demonstrate it to the consumer, in the 
moment they were seeking that information. Thus, the beginning of 
what would become Magpie was born.  
 
Implementation 
To make our marketing real-time, a bespoke automation tool was 
built to power Twitter’s paid search campaigns. We call it Magpie, 
and every hour, it pulls the top trends in the UK and fetches the top 
Tweets for each trend. This data is then fed into a machine learning 
algorithm, which carries out a textual analysis that Magpie uses to: 
categorize the trends (e.g. film trends, politics trends, sports trends); list 
the major entities mentioned in the trend (e.g. people, companies, sports 
teams) and infer the overall sentiment people are expressing. In effect, 
this algorithm turns unstructured, user-generated data into structured 
data that can be leveraged at scale. 
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Next, Magpie uses these data points to check the trend for brand safety 
and creating completely customized, specific ad groups for each trend. It 
uses pre-written templates, relevant keywords pulled from tweets, and a 
custom landing page containing a real-time stream of tweets within the 
trend to assemble the ad group. Each trend also gets a custom cost per 
click bid, calculated based on a predicted conversion rate by considering 
the historical performance of similar trends. The ad groups are then 
launched on Google Search, staying live for as long as the topic is 
trending. 

 
BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED  
 

Pulling together Twitter’s data with a completely bespoke tech solution 
has allowed us to execute a far more reactive, real-time strategy. When a 
new trend or story breaks, Twitter now has a relevant search or display 
ad out in the world within 15 minutes on average. By leveraging machine 
learning to categorize trends and extract data, we’ve built an innovative 
and scalable solution which enables us to advertise hundreds of new 
trends each day, compared to covering less than fifty individual events 
per month previously. The rigorous brand safety measures baked into the 
tool at every stage also ensure the ads produced are high quality, and 
target search terms that align with Twitter’s core brand values. The 
combination of Twitter’s unstructured, user-generated data with bespoke 
machine learning and an advanced automation platform platform has 
meant that Magpie is now central to Twitter’s search marketing strategy. 

  
Magpie has brought our strategy in-line with one of Twitter’s core 
brand values and strengths: providing an open platform for real-
time news and discussion. This not only builds brand association 
between Twitter and breaking news but maximizes our opportunity to 
drive people to unique content. 
  
Moreover, by pulling the performance of our ads back into Magpie, we 
closed the feedback loop and have been able to create a custom bidding 
algorithm which means that trending ads are automatically optimized 
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towards our performance KPIs. When comparing direct response metrics 
for the first three months of Magpie versus the old, manual strategy, 
we’ve seen a huge improvement:  

  
Reduction in cost per click: We bid on breaking news so quickly after it 
trends, no-one else is in the auction, meaning we pay less per click. 
  
Improvement in conversion rate: Users are far more likely to engage 
with the content available on Twitter when they enter the site via these 
breaking trends. 
  
Increase in conversions and reduction in CPA: As a result of this, our 
conversion have increased significantly and our CPA has tumbled, 
meaning we currently spend less, but drive a higher amount of engaged 
users. 
  
The success of Magpie in driving high quality users to Twitter at the 
moment where they most need the platform, has meant that we’ve gone 
on to roll out localized versions of the tool across multiple territories 
spanning EMEA and North America. 

 


